Remote-learning Full Lockdown Plan
January 2021
Live classrooms enable important interaction between teachers and pupils through, for example, questioning, eliciting
and reflective discussion. These complex teacher skills in the live classroom are not always easy to recreate in a remote
environment, but where remote education recreates at least some aspects of this interactivity and intentional dialogue, teaching is likely to be more effective, support pupil motivation and lead to better progress.
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Aims:
To ensure equity of education for all students:
that they can continue to access the full curriculum in all eventualities: teacher(s) isolating; student(s) isolating; Tier scenarios; individual IT
contexts.
To ensure students are able to make at least the
same progress had they/their teacher been
attending school.
To ensure workload is equitable, manageable
and sustainable for staff and students.

Full Lockdown Plan: rationale (with effect from Monday 18th January)

.
Recognition
of different levels
of IT access for families:
limited access (to devices and
internet);
sharing devices with siblings;
sharing devices with parents
working from home

Balancing screen-time:
following a ‘normal’ school timetable via on-line live lessons all day is
too much continuous screen time
for young people (and adults).

In response to student, teacher,
Middle Leader and family/carer
feedback from Spring/Summer
Lockdown:
balancing workload;
balancing well-being.

Our Full Lockdown plan enables:
full curriculum coverage;
interaction between teachers and students;
the flexibility for students to work at their own pace given their home circumstances;
a coordinated and consistent approach to setting work and deadlines, to
ensure workload balance;
learning resources to be accessed at any time, not just in a timetabled lesson
slot, thus recognising the flexibility needed by families in lockdown.

Online lessons require a different style of learning:
If we followed the normal school timetable, students
would be working much longer hours after the online
lessons completing their work
Our Full Lockdown timetable builds in time in the
school day for students to complete their work and still
have some form of ‘live’ interaction with their teachers
and fellow-students, as well as regular breaks.
Following a ‘normal’ school timetable works in a school
setting but does not replicate well in a remote-setting.

Recognition of family contexts for
staff and families:
parents/carers balancing
home-schooling multiple children;
parents/carers balancing working
from home;
work-space limitations in households;
teachers balancing home-schooling
their own children.

Full Lockdown Remote Learning 2021

What we will do...
What the pupil
/ family /
carers
will do…

What the school/teacher will do...

Teaching
&Learning

*Upload learning resources to Teams for each subject once per week, as per
*Logon to Teams every day by 8.30am to check the
Full Lockdown timetable. (These will be a combination of pre-recorded
learning resources and timetable for that day.
lessons and other learning resources.)
learning work set for each subject as per
*Complete
*Provide a ‘live interaction’ session on Teams for each subject once per week, as
per Full Lockdown timetable. (These will take many forms depending on the
Full Lockdown timetable.
context of the class and learning: further explanation of work set; feedback on
*Attend
‘live interaction’ sessions for each subject as
prior work submitted; modelling; a taught lesson; an open forum Q&A; a
seminar; etc.
per Full Lockdown timetable.
*’Live interaction’ sessions will be recorded where possible and saved to Teams.
*Submit
work via ‘Assignments’ as set out by the
*Use Teams ‘Assignments’ function to set work and deadlines; deadlines as per
teacher(s), as per Full Lockdown timetable and
Full Lockdown timetable (usually these will be a one-week turnaround).
*Feedback on ‘Assignments’ work submitted as per Full Lockdown timetable
teachers’ deadlines.
(usually this will be a one-week turnaround, although there may be excep*Communicate with teachers (subject and
tions depending on the work context).
*Communicate with students via Teams in accordance with the Full LockAM/HL/SLT) via Teams chat.
down timetable.
*Praise student engagement and learning successes through rewards
*Be mindful that remote teaching and learn*Inform
system: Achievement Points; effort phone calls/emails; e-certifithe scho
ing cannot be an exact replica of in-school
ol
immedia
cates/e-postcards home; nominations; £10 voucher.
experience and will require adaptations
tely if t
*Address student under-achievement/engagement concerns through IT
h
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r
e
from both students and teachers.
a
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sanctions system: contact student/parent (carer).

*Full curriculum coverage will be maintained, but adjusted to suit Full
Lockdown remote teaching and learning.
*Students’ progress and attainment will be tracked and assessed via
remote-work.
*Email parents/carers once per week with a summary of ’Assignments’
set and submitted.

Pastoral

*Hold one ‘live’ House assembly every Monday morning at 8.40am on Teams.
*Hold one weekly ‘live’ AM session every Tuesday morning at 8.40am on Teams.
*Prepare a pre-recorded AM session every Thursday morning at 8.40am on Teams
*Hold one ‘live’ whole-school assembly every Friday morning at 8.40am on Teams.
*Daily contact with identified students by Pastoral Mentors via Teams.
*Weekly House Leader praise phone calls to identified students.
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*Attend the ‘live’ House assembly
every Monday morning at 8.40am on Teams.
*Attend the AM session every Tuesday morning at 8.40am on
Teams.
*Watch the pre-recorded AM session every Thursday morning at 8.40am on Teams. *Attend the ‘live’ whole-school
assembly every Friday morning at 8.40am on Teams.
*Engage with whole-school events and activities such
*Inform
as House Challenges, etc.
immedia the school
*Read all communication coming from the school
home cir tely if there
to keep abreast of the situation.
you fee cumstances are
l we sho
of whic
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ware.
Mentor / House Leader etc.

English; Art; Tech+*: (*Photo; PAD; Food, Graphics)

Full Lockdown Timetable
Years 7-11
Work set / Work
due Timetable
‘Live interaction’
Timetable

MFL; Geog.; PE; PT (Princes Trust)

History; RS (with PHSRE @KS4); Media
Science; Comp. Sci.; BS
Maths; Drama; Music; DT

Full Lockdown Timetable
Years 12-13
Work set / Work
due Timetable
‘Live interaction’
Timetable

Teachers will inform
class es what time the
‘live’ interaction’
sessions will take place
via Teams to enable
coordination if they are
also teachers of Years
7-11.

NOTES:
*Work set once per week minimum – twice per week if teacher deems necessary
(second session in italics).
*Weekly turnaround for work, e.g. Yr12 Economics on a Monday and Wednesday will
have work set on the Monday, due the following Monday, and work set on the
Wednesday, due the following Wednesday.
*Teachers of shared groups will inform students of the programme as to who will be
teaching when and what.

